Imaging Brands For Success
BRAND GRAPHIC SOLUTIONS (BGS) is a diversified company specializing in “imaging brands for success.” Specifically, BGS offers creative solutions in the areas of corporate branding, fleet identification and trade show displays.

MISSION
We will meet and exceed the imaging needs of our clients through impressive graphic design, up to date printing technology, effective display systems and remarkable customer service.

VISION
We will continually grow our business by being a valuable, innovative resource in helping our clients grow theirs; guided by core values of integrity, dependability and expertise.

CORE SERVICES
TRADE SHOW & EXHIBITION DISPLAYS
ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHICS
TRANSPORTATION & FLEET GRAPHICS
MARKETING SPECIALTIES
Trade shows have always been a popular way for companies to connect with potential customers. Even with current estimates placing the average cost of exhibiting at a trade show to be in the neighborhood of $10,000, trade shows still remain one of the most cost-effective ways for a company to reach qualified audiences. Nonetheless, it is critical that your trade show display and program are professionally executed, with results measured as carefully as any other marketing initiative.

The team at Brand Graphic Solutions (BGS) has the training, experience and resources necessary to maximize your investment in your Trade Show Program. From an exhaustive portfolio of exhibiting displays to engaging graphic designs to a strategic program of pre- and post-show marketing support, BGS is your one source solution for trade show success. Our trade show specialists are ready to map out a customized plan, designed to fit your exhibiting needs and budget. A sampling of our trade show support includes:

**CALL TOLL FREE** 1-800-413-3533

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON BRAND GRAPHIC SOLUTIONS’ TRADE SHOW DISPLAYS, PLEASE CONTACT BRIAN VNUK AT BRIAN@BRANDGRAPHICSOLUTIONS.COM OR

**CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-413-3533**
TRADE SHOW & EXHIBITION DISPLAYS
Brand Graphic Solutions (BGS) is a leader in the evolving field of architectural graphics. Today's constantly changing business landscape, and the consumers' growing appetite for trend-setting retail environments, demands innovative solutions for every type of facility layout and configuration. The challenge is to address these needs in a timely and cost-efficient manner. That's where the expertise of Brand Graphic Solutions makes a difference. Our years of experience working with countless graphic mediums in various installation venues has allowed us to create an Architectural Graphics Program that is specifically designed to meet the unique needs of this growing industry.

Customization is key when dealing with architectural graphics, as is the ability to solve just about any layout or environmental challenge. Our graphics specialists will work with you as a team to ensure that we are not only achieving your desired results, but also doing so in the most cost-effective way possible. From space branding to retail imaging and everything in between, BGS has the program to help you achieve success. Some of the areas we specialize in regarding architectural graphics include:

**DECORATION**
**BRANDING**
**PRIVACY**
**PROMOTION**
**WAY FINDING**
**PROTECTION**
**INDOOR & OUTDOOR SIGNAGE**
**WALL MURALS**
**FLOOR GRAPHICS**
**WINDOW FILMS**
**CONCRETE**
**DRY ERASE**

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON BRAND GRAPHIC SOLUTIONS’ ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHICS, PLEASE CONTACT BRIAN VNUK AT BRIAN@BRANDGRAPHICSOLUTIONS.COM OR CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-413-3533
ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHICS
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Imaging Brands For Success

One of the most cost-effective ways to reach your target audience is through a professionally designed and implemented Fleet Graphics Program. Brand Graphic Solutions has the talent and expertise to expand the reach and impact of your brand through this growing advertising medium. Vehicle wraps are a powerful way for a company of any size to make a strong impression on clients and prospects, driving brand awareness, lead generation and new sales. Once your vehicle or fleet has been wrapped in your customized messaging and imagery, you have created a mobile billboard that reaches countless prospects at no additional cost to you.

Brand Graphic Solutions’ team of highly trained fleet specialists will work with you every step of the way so that your Fleet Graphics Program produces the desired results that you expect. From simple lettering to bold, full color wraps, we have the experience necessary to ensure that your end product produces the highest degree of visibility possible. Just a sampling of the applications we have completed include:

CARS  TRUCKS  TRAILERS  MARINE  AIRCRAFT

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON BRAND GRAPHIC SOLUTIONS’ FLEET GRAPHICS, PLEASE CONTACT BRIAN VNUK AT BRIAN@BRANDGRAPHICSOLUTIONS.COM OR CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-413-3533

PO Box 154
30 E. Main Street
Plymouth, PA 18651
www.brandgraphicsolutions.com
Facebook: Brand Graphic Solutions
LinkedIn: Brand Graphic Solutions
TRANSPORTATION & FLEET GRAPHICS
Advertising premiums and branded apparel is one of the most popular ways to engage customers and drive new business. But with this popularity has also come a sea of ineffective and costly “trinkets” that only clutter the business environment. That’s where the team at Brand Graphics Solutions (BGS) stands apart from the rest of the competition. We don’t simply look for the latest and greatest novelty to sell you, but rather, we approach your need from a brand perspective, searching for the most innovative way for you to connect with your customers and grow your business.

We truly believe that the quality and style of the premium items and apparel that feature your brand have as much to do with your company’s reputation and success as do your everyday business transactions. That’s why we are constantly looking for ways to stay ahead of the curve, presenting to you only viable options that we know will complement your brand and your business. Instead of spending hours randomly searching for an acceptable product to meet your need, let our team zero in on exactly the right product that will make a positive impression without breaking your budget. Some of the areas we specialize in regarding advertising premiums and apparel include:

**SIGNAGE**

**BANNERS**

**POSTERS**

**POP DISPLAYS**

**PACKAGING CONCEPTS**

**TRADE SHOW HANDOUTS**

**CORPORATE GIFTS**

**O.E.M DECALS**

For more information on Brand Graphic Solutions’ marketing specialties, please contact Brian VnuK at Brian@brandgraphicsolutions.com or call toll free 1-800-413-3533.
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